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Using certain algebraic identities, integer solutions of the multigrade chain 
E.:=l x:,=c;=, x1*= “‘=c:=, XI, r = 1, 3, 5, . . . . k have been obtained for the 
cases k = 3, k = 5, and k = 7. A method of generating such multigrade chains for 
any odd k has also been given. These solutions have been used to prove that for 
any arbitrary j the least value of n is 3 when k= 3 while estimates have been 
obtained for the least value of n in other cases. ci‘l 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A multigrade chain is a Diophantine system of the form 
jIl x2 = ;c, 4; = . . . = ,g, x; 
where xiur 1 < i < n, 1 < u < j, are all integers whether positive or negative 
and pl, p2, . . . . pm are positive integers. We will write the system (1) briefly 
as 
(x 113 x21 3 .‘., x,,) 4 (x,2, x2,7, . . . . x,2) L . ‘. g (x,j, xzj, . ..) Xnj), (2) 
where A denotes the set {pl, p2, . . . . p,}. 
The set of numbers xiU, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, will be written briefly as {xiU}. A 
solution of (1) is said to be non-trivial if no set {xiU> is a permutation of 
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another set (x,>. Further, when pi, p2, . . . . p, are all odd integers, the 
solution can only be considered non-trivial if no two members of any set 
{xiU} are such that their sum is zero. This additional condition is necessary 
to exclude solutions of the type 
l’+ xr + (-x)l= l’+ y’+ (-y)‘= l’+ Zr + ( -z)r 
for odd values of r. 
The number P(k, j) is defined as the least value of n for which a non- 
trivial solution of the system (2) exists with A = { 1, 2, 3, . . . . k). Similarly, 
we define P,(k, j) as the least value of n for which a non-trivial solution of 
(2) exists with A = { 1, 3, 5, . . . . k}, k being an odd integer. In this paper we 
shall study the system of equations (1) with pi, p2, . . . . pm being the odd 
integers 1, 3, . . . . (2m - 1). The only cases of this type considered earlier with 
j > 2 are with A = { 1,3} for which solutions have been given by Moessner 
[3] and Sinha [4] both of whom consider the special case j = 3, n = 3 and 
Venkataraman [S] who gives a solution for arbitrary j with n =4. For 
A = { 1, 3, 5) the only known solution is a multigrade chain with arbitrary 
j and n = 6 given by Gloden [2] for A = { 1,2,3,4,5 >. Thus, Gloden’s 
solution satisfies (1) for the additional exponents 2 and 4. For 
A = { 1,3, 5,7 } no solutions have been recorded with j > 2. 
We shall obtain non-trivial solutions of (2) for arbitrary j in the 
following cases: 
(i) A= (1, 31, n=3. 
(ii) A= (1, 3, 5}, n=7. 
(iii) A={1,3,5,7},n=9. 
(iv) A= {l, 3, 5 ,..., k}, n=2P(k,2)-1. 
These solutions are used to prove that 
P,(3, A = 3 
46P,(5, j)<7 
5 < P,(7, j) < 9 
P,(k, j) < 2P(k, 2) - 1. 
(3) 
We have stated that in the system (l), the x’s are integers. We note, 
however, that all equations of the system are homogeneous and, therefore, 
any solution in rational numbers of the system (1) leads, after multiplica- 
tion by a suitable constant, to a solution in integers. It is, therefore, 
sufficient to obtain solutions of (1) in rational numbers. We shall now 
obtain the various solutions mentioned above. 
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2. THE CASE A= {1,3}, n=3 
We have the identity 
ol’+p’+y’=a; +p;+r;, r= 1, 3, (4) 
where 
PI “,=a-3(P2-y2) 
i 
1 (P’-y’)’ 
i 1 
C a(b2-y2)2 
I 
B1=B-30J2-a2) 
i 
C (B2-y2)3 -’ 
I i 
1 a(/?‘-y2)’ 
I 
Yl=Y-3(a*--P2) {z (P2-y2)3)e’ {x a(p2-y2)2). 
The identity (4) is obtained by writing a, = a + ad, a, = /?+ bt?, 
y, = y + c8 and choosing a, 6, c to satisfy the conditions 
a+b+c=O 
and 
a2a + /?‘b + y2c = 0 
when (4) holds for r = 1 while for r = 3, it reduces to a linear equation in 
8 whose solution yields the identity stated. Thus, given any three rational 
numbers a, /?, y we can find another three rational numbers ar, b, , y, such 
that (4) holds. We may now start with a!, B,, y, and obtain another set 
of rational numbers a2, p2, y2 such that 
a;+&+y;=a;+&+y;, r= 1, 3. 
This process can be continued to obtain j sets of numbers {xlu, xzU, ~~~1, 
24 = 1, 2, . ..) j, such that xi”, 1 < i < 3, 1 < u <j, are functions of a, j?, y with 
X 11 = a, x2r = B, xJ1 = y, and 
;C, xiu = ar + 8’ + Yr 
for r = 1, 3 and 1 <U <j, We shall now establish that a, /I, y can be so 
chosen that the j sets are distinct. We consider any two sets (xiU] and 
{xiv}, 1 < u, u < j. Taking /?, y as constants such that fl+ y # 0, any relation 
x, = Xj$ 
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or 
x, = -xipu 
may be considered as an equation in a that has a finite number of roots. 
Moreover, there are only a finite number of sets {xiU}. Thus, a can be 
chosen so as to avoid the finite number of possibilities that may lead to any 
relation of the type xiu = xi’” or xiU = -xiPU. Thus, we obtain a non-trivial 
solution of (2) with A = { 1,3}, n = 3, and arbitrary j. It immediately 
follows that 
P,(3, j) < 3. 
It has been proved by Sinha [4] that 
P,(k, j) 2 f(k + 3). (5) 
Hence, P,(3, j) > 3 and so we get 
Pl(k, j) = 3. 
As a numerical example, starting with a = 1, p= 2, y = 3, we get the 
following result: 
5180’+10360’+ 15540’=38850’+(-51800)‘+44030’ 
= 183039’+ 31336’+ (- 183295)‘, r= 1, 3. 
3. THECASEA={~,~,~},~Z=~ 
We write 
xl(a) = (2a* - l)-* (36a4 - 80a3 + 76a2 - 40a + 9) 
x2(a) = (2a2 - l)-* (36a4 - 88a3 + 92a* - 44a + 9) 
x3(a) = (2a* - l)-* ( 12a4 - 16a3 + 4a2 - 8a + 3) 
x4(a) = (2a* - l)-’ (12a4 - 24a3 + 20a2 - 12a + 3) 
x5(a) = (2a* - l)-* (- 12a4 + 40a3 - 52a* + 20a - 3) 
xg(a)=(2a2-l)-*(-36a4+72a3-60a2+36a-9) 
x,(a)= (2a*- l)-* ( -36a4+ 96a3- 92a2 +48a- 9). 
Then C!=, {xi(a))‘= a constant, independent of a, for r = 1, 3, 5. Giving 
different values to a, say a,, a*, . . . . aj we may obtain j sets of rational 
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numbers (xi*} such that x7= r xi, =C;= r xi” for any U, u and r= 1,3, 5. 
Assuming that there are m such distinct sets, we can construct the (m + 1)st 
such distinct set by choosing a so as to avoid the finite number of values 
that could make any of the numbers x1(a), i= 1,2, . . . . 7, equal to any of the 
members of the first m distinct sets. The other condition of non-triviality 
may also be easily satisfied. It follows, by induction, that we can obtain a 
non-trivial solution of (2) with A = (1, 3, 51, n = 7, and any arbitrary j. 
Hence, P1(5, j) ,< 7 and combining with (S), we get 
4 < P,(5, j) < 7. 
We give a numerical example: 
2107’+3479’+11809’+13181’+(-6223)’+(-10437)’+(-13769)’ 
=6321’+10143’+13671’+(-1911)‘+(-3381)’ 
+(-11613)‘+(-13083)’ 
=355’+491’-t1609’+1745’+(-763)‘+(-1473)’+(-1817)’ 
=861’+1179’+1719’+(-159)‘+(-393)’+(-1413)’+(-1647)‘, 
where r = 1,3, 5 but r # 2,4. 
4. THECASEA={~,~,~,~},~=~ 
We write 
xl(a) = (a* + 2)-* (a” + 196a* + 4) 
x2(a) = (a* + 2)-* (3a4 - 36a3- 132a* + 72a + 12) 
x3(u) = (u’ + 2)-* (5a4 - 12a3 - 220~1~ + 24a + 20) 
x4(a) = (a’+ 2)-2 (3a4 + 36a3 - 132a* - 72a + 12) 
x,(a)=(a2+2)-2(5a4+12a3-220a2-24a+20) 
x6(a) = (a* + 2)-2 ( -a4 + 44a2 - 4) 
x,(a) = (a2 + 2)-2 ( - 3a4 + 24a3 + 132a’ -48a - 12) 
x,(a) = (a’ + 2)-2 (- 3a4 - 24a3 + 1321~~ + 48~ - 12) 
x9(a) = (a2 + 2)-2( -5a4 + 220a2 - 20). 
Then CF= i {xi(a))‘= a constant, independent of a for r = 1,3,5, and 7. As 
before, we give different values a1, a2, . . . . aj to a to obtain j sets of numbers 
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(Xiu} such that Cp= 1 xiU = Cs=, xz for any u, v and r = 1,3,5,7. An argu- 
ment similar to that used in the previous case assures us of j distinct sets 
{xiU} that give a non-trivial solution of (2) with A = { 1, 3, 5,7} and n = 9. 
It follows that P,(7, j) < 9 and combining with (5), we get 
5 < P,(7, j) < 9. 
We give a numerical example with j = 3 and A = { 1,3,5,7 > : 
(14157,33759,51183,70785,72963, 
-29403, -66429, -55539, -75141) 
4 (4477,6897,22385,26983,34243, 
-121, -15609, -29161, -33759) 
1 (8397, 11583,38799,41985,49923, 
-4779, -35 181, -45603, -48789). 
5. THE GENERAL CASE 
We now consider the general case with A = { 1,3,5, . . . . k}, k being any 
odd integer. 
Let ai, bi, i= 1, 2, . . . . S, be integers constituting a non-trivial solution of 
the system of equations 
igl a?= i$l b7, P = 1, 2, -., k. (6) 
We shall use the following well-known lemma cl, p. 6141. 
LEMMA. The system (6) implies that 
$, frnai + C)’ = i (mbi + c)J’ 
i=l 
(7) 
for p = 1, 2, . . . . k; m and c being any integers. 
All solutions of the type (7) are considered equivalent. In view of the 
lemma, any solution of (7) can be transformed into an equivalent solution 
with a, =0, ai> 0, i= 2, . . . . s, and bi> 0, i= 1,2, . . . . s. Let us therefore 
assume that a, = 0, a;, i= 2, . . . . s, a, 2 0, and bi, i= 1,2, . . . . s, b,> 0, are 
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integers satisfying the system (6). If c is a constant, in view of the lemma, 
we have 
cp+ i (ma,+ c)P= i (m&+ cy, p = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
i=2 i=l 
or 
cp = f: ( -ma,- c)” + i (mbi + c)~, p = 1, 3, 5, . . . . k. 
i=2 i=l 
We give different values to m, say m,, m,, . . . . mj to obtain j sets {xiU} of 
(2s - 1) integers each such that 
for p = 1, 3, 5, . . . . k. 
It is easily seen, as before, that j distinct sets can be obtained for any 
arbitrary integer j. Moreover, we may take s = P(k, 2). This leads to a non- 
trivial solution of (2) with A = { 1, 3,‘..., k) and n = 2P(k, 2) - 1. It follows 
that for any j, we have 
P,(k, j) < 2P(k, 2) - 1. 
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